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Pre-Kindy Class  Judged by : Mrs. Karen Westmacott 

 

Number entered: 7 Number Passed: 7 Pass Rate: 100%   7 Gosnells 

Late Entries: 4  Number Passes: 4  Pass Rate: 100%        2 Otago,  2 Gosnells 

 

 

Every section of the work is judged, and the ideal is Excellent. If there is a  bit of room for 

improvement,  it would be graded VG, that is very good, and if there is a lot of room for 

improvement needed, then the exercise or move might still be rated as G for Good. But even 

if a part of the work is rated as P for poor, the dog and handler team will be promoted to the 

next class, for they have done well in other aspects, and are ready for the next level of 

training. In this class, the winner is decided by the number of EXC gained for each of the 7 

exercises. If there is a tie, then the number of VG and G are the deciding factor. If there is still 

a tie, then the EXC in the sub section is the Tie Breaker.  The judges will assess every detail, 

so even EXC heel work may have Poor response on a minor aspect. As you will see, for this 

SBE, we saw some truly excellent work! 

 

What is the judge looking for? 

We hope to see the handler and dog working as a team. The handler will give clear commands 

and signals, the dog will respond willingly and without hesitation. In the Pre-Kindy Class we 

use food in the graduation. The handler should give clear signals, may lure with the empty 

hand, and MARK the correct response with GOOD, YES, or CLICK. The Event Marker 

precedes the food. It is Click and Treat, or GOOD and FOOD. Not together for then the food 

would block the MARKER, but the marker, this conditioned Reinforcer, predicts the FOOD. 

 

1
st
: Rachel Robins & Bhuanchaille Wishful Thinking      Gos  

Walk on loose lead: Excellent positioning, lead handing, and attention. Timing was excellent, 

leading to an EXC. For the heelwork.  Two sits, EXC  Two downs EXC, Two Stands EXC, 

Puppy Recall, Happy to run off and gave an EXC present.    Play was VG, pup is happy to 

interact with owner.   Sit or Down Stay, 30 secs at 3m. was VG.  Gained 5  EXC,   2  VG 

 

2
nd

: Ray Chua & Iccara Urso Grande       Gos 
Walk on loose lead: Good,  Two sits, well positioned, clear signal, very well timed, graded VG 

Two downs, well positioned, signals were clear, very good timing of marker & reward, VG, 

Two Stands, with excellent timing, over all graded EXC. Puppy Recall, EXC,  Play, Puppy 

interested, pounced with enthusiasm, grabbed object. VG.  Stay, 30 secs at 3m. was EXC, 

                    Gained 3 EXC, 2 VG, 2 G 

 

3
rd

: Rhyl Ballantyne & Kaperville Gossip Girl      Gos 
Walk on loose lead: Dog in good position, excellent lead handling, pup was attentive, Exc. 

Timing of marker & treat. Heeling overall graded VG.  Two sits:  well positioned when given 

command to sit, clear command and signal, EXC Timing: GOOD sits.   Two downs: Well 

positioned, clear signals, excellent timing gave a VG.  Two Stands, all the lead up was right, 

the stands were GOOD, Puppy Recall: EXC, Happy to run off, came on 1
st
 call and sat for the 

Present!  Play: Pup happy to interact, very distracted, no release to hand, graded GOOD, 

Sit or Down Stay, 30 secs at 3m. was EXC.      Gained 2 EXC, 2VG, 3 G 

 

Brad Pantazig  & Jentol Rushkas Wayward Child  (Barks at dogs)   Gos 

Walk on loose lead: Dog in just Good position, inattentive, offered GOOD  sits,  downs,  

Stands, Puppy Recall: Happy to run off, came when called, sat for Present, EXC.  Play: 

Happy to interact with owner but too distracted to play, didn’t pounce with enthusiasm.  

Sit or Down Stay, 30 secs at 3m.was EXC ..     Gained  2 Exc.,1 VG   4 G 
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Dina Mistry & Volscaro Summer -        Gos 
Walk on loose lead Good,  Two sits dog in Good position, lead handling was good.  Two 

downs Good, Two Stands Good, both with the dog pup well positioned and the commands 

and signals clear.  Puppy Recall was also Good.  Play, well done for this one, it was 

Excellent!  Excellent also for the  Stay exercise,  30 secs at 3m. distance. Gained 2 Exc., 5G 

 

Leonie O’Connor & Iccara Xeres        Gos 

Walk on loose lead, Pup in a very good position, just good lead handling , For the Sits, downs 

and stands the pup was well positioned when the command was given, and the signals and 

commands were clear. All graded as Good.  Puppy Recall was EXC,  Play with pup was VG, 

pup happy to interact with owner, pounced and grabbed toy with enthusiasm, happy to release 

the prey object. Very good for the Stay.     Gained 1 Exc, 3 VG, 3 G 

  

 

Bennett Fernanez & Grandwest Dee Jay       Gos 

Walk on loose lead, This needs a bit more practice, Poor.   The individual Sits, Stands And 

Downs were overall Good, but the signals and timing still need to be worked on.  

Puppy Recall, well done, this was VG, and  the Play with Dee Jay who was happy to interact 

with its owner, and willing to give up its toy, was Good. In the Stay, the pup broke when 

handler returned after 30 seconds, but still Good.                                         Gained 1 VG,  6 G 

 

 

Late Enties / Not for Competition  

 

Anika Schmotter & Lina        Otago 

Walk on loose lead was EXC., with excellently timed markers and treats.  Two sits, stands 

and downs were VG, Lost the higher grading because of sniffing. The Puppy Recall was 

EXC, as was the Play with Puppy and also the 30 second Stay.  Gained 4  EXC.    3 VG  

                                                   

Martiner Bremer & Hugo        Otago 

Walk on loose lead: EXC, well positioned, very good lead handling,  Two sits,  Two downs, 

Two Stands, each VG, lost the higher grading because of tagging  lead action.  Puppy Recall 

was graded EXC,  Play with Puppy was VG, happy to interact, enthusiastic, Sit or Down Stay, 

for 30 secs at 3metres scored another EXC.      Gained 3 Exc,   4 VG 

 

 

Ida Bai & Iccara Winnie        Gosnells 

Walk on loose lead was graded Good, the Sits were Very Good, the 2 downs and Stands were 

Good. Very Good Recall, and Very Good Play with Puppy, happy to interact, pounced on the 

toy.   Sit or Down Stay, 30 secs at 3m. was Very Good.   Gained 4 VG  and 3 Goods 

 

Katlyn Lam & Indy         Gosnells 

Walk on loose lead, Two sits and Two Stands all found to be Good, Nice to see that the  

Two downs were Very Good!.  Puppy Recall was also VG, Play was Good, and the stay was 

VG with the pup happy to interact with her handler and full of enthusiasm. Stay was VG 

Gained 3 VG, 4 G 
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ADVANCED PRE-KINDY CLASS:  Judged by: Ms. Jean McCowan  

 

Number entered: 3 Number Passed: 3 Pass Rate: 100%                       2 G     1 Ot 

2 Late Entries / Not For Competition  Pass Rate 100%      1 Gos  1 Ot 

The dog needs a pass in every points exercise and at least 85/100 to qualify,. 

 

Targeting Touch: 15: For 3 cues to TOUCH, we evaluate the keen response, position & drive 

Heel on Lead: 30,   We wish to see the dog heel with drive and attention. We need to see the 

right positioning of the dog for the various moves. Were the turns tight and motivated? How 

was the timing of the Marker sound and the treat if used? Use of food leads to a 2 point 

deduction, so we hope that our handlers have learned to work with a Jackpot at the end of the 

exercise, and no luring except for an empty handed prompt.   

Recall 15: Lead dropped, sit/stay, Recall. Every aspect of the Recall and handling counts.   

Temperament Test 15: Judges’ choice, of walking through a group or handler examining dog. 

Voice and Signals 10:  Need to be clear and precise, Signals have been shaped by luring moves.  

Dumbbell Play: graded . Dog to interact with the owner, and happily give up his prey.  

Sit or Down Stay 15 , judges’ choice, is a Group Exercise, 30 secs at 5m distance.  

 

1
st
: Ms.Dianne Webb & Sabaranburg Purple Rain     Gos 

Targeting 15: Well positioned, Exc. Drive to touch, 15/15  

Heel on Lead: Excellent work throughout. 30/30   Recall: EXC. Command & Signal, dog 

came promptly & presented. 14/15 Temperament Test 15/15 ,Voice and Signals 10/10  

Dumbbell Play :EXC. Rain happy to  interact, pounced & grabbed enthusiastically, happy to 

release object.  Sit or Down Stay 15/15          scored  99 points 

 

2
nd

: Wayne Gowland & Conkasha Cel Tic Warrior     Gos 

Targeting 15: Well positioned, Drive to touch, VG, Heel on Lead: VG drive and attention,  

Timing of marker and treat can improve,G,  25 /30 Recall: 12/ 15 Temperament Test 15/15 

Voice and Signals 9/10 Dumbbell Play: happy interaction, pounced with enthusiasm, happy to 

release,  graded EXC, Sit or Down Stay 15/15,      scored 91 points 

 

3
rd

: Heidy Cutri & Seigen Dare Devil        Ota 

Targeting 15: Well positioned,  Drive to touch: EXC, Heel on Lead: VG Fritz heeled with 

drive & attention, neat and close right about turn, 28/30  Recall: 13/15 Temperament Test : 

relaxed and happy, owner showing calm leadership 15/15  Voice and Signals 8/10 Dumbbell 

Play: graded EXC  Sit or Down Stay15/ 15         Scored 88 points 

 

Martijn Franke & Iccara Keegan     Late Entry/Not for Competition   Ota 

Targeting 15: Well positioned,  Drive to touch, EXC. Heel on Lead: VG drive & attention, 

motivated turns, 26 /30 Recall: 14/ 15 Temperament Test: 15/15,  Voice and Signals 9/ 10 

Dumbbell Play: Rex was happy to interact with owner, graded EXC. Sit or Down Stay 15/15,                                      

          Scored 94 points 

 

Luke Tonkin & Mercina Akita Nala Late entry/Not for Competition   Gos 

Targeting:  Well positioned and VG drive, 13/15: Heel on Lead: VG drive & attention, neat, 

close turns, Timing was Good 25 /30  Recall: 14/15 ,Temperament Test 15/15 

Voice and Signals: 9/10 Dumbbell Play:Happy to interact, enthusiastic pounce, happy to 

relinquish prey object.  graded EXC. Sit or Down Stay 15/15                       scored 91 points 
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KINDY CLASS:  Judged by:  Mr. John Glenny 

 

Number entered: 2 Number Passed: 1 Pass Rate:                 G 100%     Ot. - --  

The dog needs a pass in every points exercise and at least 85/100 to qualify,. 

 

The exercises are: 

Heel on Lead, 30, including all paces, positions and turns. The judges are looking for a loose 

leash, the dog at handler’s side with attention, maintaining good positioning with fast responses, 

With happily wagging tails, accuracy and drive! 

Walk through Crowd: 10 We need to see the dog relaxed and unconcerned, under control 

and not jumping up at folks.  Food Manners 5: After the excitement of being walked through 

the group, the dog needs to have enough impulse control to refuse the food offered.  

Sit for Examination,  15. The dog will be at handler’s side, or in front, Judges’ choice.  

Recall: 20, off lead, from 6 to 8m distance. We hope to see a fast, happy recall with Present! 

Dumbbell Play is graded. All the way from Poor, to Good, Very Good and Excellent! 

Sit Stay 10,  at 6m, for 30 secs, lead dropped. We expect a steady stay without fidgeting. 

Down Stay 10:  at 6m for 60 seconds, lead dropped. Again, calm behavior should gain a pass. 

 

1
st
 Place: Laurel Cowell & Shazwick Alley Cat Z  

Heel on Lead, 22/30 Walk through Crowd: 10/10 Food Manners 5/5 Sit for Examination, 15/ 

15. Recall: 18/20 (2
nd

 call)  Dumbbell Play is graded.VG  Sit Stay 10/10,  Down Stay 10/10 

           85/100 

 

Eric Protti & Volscaro Summer Breeze       Ot. 

Heel on Lead, 25/30 Walk through Crowd: 10/10 Food Manners3/5 Sit for Examination,15/15  

Recall: O.  Dumbbell Play is graded VG. Sit Stay 0,  Down Stay 10/10   63 NQ 

  

  

CLASS ONE:   Judged by: Mr. John Glenny   

Number entered: 1 Number Passed: 1 Pass Rate:  G 100%            

Late Entry / Not for Competition : 1 entry, 1 Pass,       G 100% 

  

The dog needs a pass in every points exercise and at least  85/100  to qualify,. 

We hope to see the dog working with drive and attention, showing a great Attitude and 

considerable Accuracy – yes, a Triple A Dog is desired! 

 

Heel on Lead 30:  The lead needs to be loose, showing a small loop, with the dog 

maintaining the heel position with attention, responding happily to all commands, whizzing 

around the left and right about turns, holding the correct heel position for the sits, stands and 

downs, and  presenting a picture of smooth team work on the change of pace. The left and 

right turns need to be sharp right angle turns. Ideally the dog is watching the handler! 

Stand for Examination 20: On judges question: “Are you ready”? Our handler should 

quickly check his dog’s positioning, and as he replies YES, the dog is alert and ready to earn 

praise! He will stand straight and steadily under examination, enjoying the attention, but 

standing firm until he is freed on Judges’ order: Exercise Finished.  

Recall: 20  This will be from 10 to 12 metres distance for a fast Recall & smart Present. 

The dog must sit steadily whilst the handler returns around the back into heel position.  

Food Manners: are graded. Our dogs see food refusal as part as the NRM, so it’s a cinch! 

Down From Free is graded: We are looking for a good signal and command, fast response! 

Dumbbell Play is graded: By now our dogs are generally retrieve fanatics and love the chase! 

Sit Stay 15  at 6-8 metres for 30 seconds and Down Stay at 6 – 8 metres for 60 seconds. 
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Any dog passing this level of training has proven to be a pretty good companion, and is ready 

for the owner to enter trials classes, where the happy team will work towards their CCD,      

 

1
st
 Place: Kerrie Pearce & Alderhaus Unique Udolpho TD     G 

Heel on Lead29/ 30:  Stand for Examination 20/20 Recall: 18/20  Food Manners Good, 

Down From Free Exc.  Dumbbell Play is graded VG, Sit Stay 15/15  Down Stay 15/15 

                                             97/100    

 

Greg Mills & Rex , Late Entry, Not For Competition:     G 

Heel on Lead 22/30:  Stand for Examination 20/20 Recall:17/ 20  Food Manners: Good, 

Down From Free VG, Dumbbell Play is graded Good, Sit Stay 15/15  Down Stay15/15 

           89/100 

 

Well done, and congratulations  to the Class one Handlers!  

 

  

 

  

  

 


